P/PV tackles critical challenges
facing low-income communities—
by seeking out and designing
innovative programs, rigorously
testing them, and promoting
solutions proven to work.

Letter from the Chair of the Board of Directors

2008

marked P/PV’s 30th

anniversary, and the milestone has been
an occasion for celebration and reflection. As we look back, we are thrilled to
see the vision of P/PV’s founders living
on in a strong, vital and thoughtful
institution. When the organization was
created with seed money from the Ford
Foundation, its mandate was to find out
what works in job training, education
and urban renewal programs around the country, and to identify new ways for
government, businesses and the nonprofit sector to partner more effectively.
The fact that P/PV continues to do just that is rewarding validation of our efforts
over these last three decades, and we intend to continue promulgating “what
works” in the years to come.
At the same time, as 2008 came to a close, we were looking at an economic landscape as bleak as any we’ve seen in P/PV’s history. Some people were drawing
parallels to the 1970s and the era of the oil shocks, while others were evoking
the Great Depression in myriad ways. Neither analogy is precise or fully accurate, but there is no question that escalating unemployment, declining housing
prices and stagnant credit markets present enormous challenges for individual
families, communities and the nation as a whole. Unsurprisingly, all eyes have
turned to the government to lead us out of the morass, and there has been no
shortage of suggestions for what ought to be done at local, state and federal

levels. In the context of this discussion, we believe that P/PV has much to offer. From our research on employment programs, to demonstrations of successful youth development initiatives, to the increasing number of projects we
are undertaking to improve access to healthcare, P/PV’s focus on what works
generates important insights about how we as a country might address the
major policy challenges we face. We will continue playing a role in fashioning
solutions to these challenges.
Finally, we are looking forward to welcoming another strong leader as president
of P/PV in the coming months. Fred Davie has decided to leave to pursue the
many opportunities that come with a new administration in Washington and to
focus on new ways to be involved in direct advocacy work going forward. Fred’s
years as P/PV’s president were filled with successes for the organization, and we
will miss his leadership. We look forward to continuing to partner with him, of
course, as we collaborate with other leaders in government, business and the
nonprofit sector. We are presently undertaking a national search for Fred’s successor, and our longstanding colleague Geri Summerville will be acting president until that search is completed.
As we look ahead, we know P/PV will continue to make great strides, identifying
and promoting the programs and policies that best serve vulnerable populations
across the country. After 30 years, this endeavor is not getting any easier. But we
are inspired by the challenges ahead, and we look forward to working with you
all in the decades to come.

Matthew T. McGuire
Board of Directors, Chair

Letter from the Acting President

P/PV’s

approach embraces

the many dimensions of people’s lives
and recognizes the complexity of the
social and economic problems we are
working so hard to overcome. Across
the fields of youth programming, employment, community health, prisoner
reentry and crime reduction, our staff’s
exceptional ability to dig deeply into issues and work on multiple fronts gives us
a rare and valuable perspective on how social problems—and their solutions—are
intertwined. Together with our many partners, we translate this knowledge into
positive action, every day, in communities all over the United States.
Throughout 2008, P/PV’s work progressed at a vigorous pace under the leadership of Fred Davie, who stepped down from his role as our president on April
30, 2009. Fred’s vision and drive have been important to the many successes
that you’ll read about in the following pages. Over the last several years, he
has extended our tradition of innovative collaborations with policymakers,
practitioners, philanthropists and entrepreneurs. In particular, Fred’s commitment to the issue of prisoner reentry helped establish a significant line of
work for P/PV—and built evidence about possible solutions to a serious national
crisis. His integrity, compassion and pragmatic vision for social justice will be
deeply missed.
As we issue this report, P/PV’s work continues to flourish. Highlights from the
past year include High School Students as Mentors, drawn from our evaluation of Big
Brothers Big Sisters’ school-based mentoring programs, and More Time for Teens,

an interim report from our study of the role Boys & Girls Clubs play in teens’
lives as they transition from middle to high school. We are working on a growing
number of comprehensive community initiatives that incorporate healthcare and
health education. For example, the Elev8 initiative is providing middle school
youth and their families with an array of carefully integrated health, academic
and support services, and P/PV’s evaluation of Children’s Futures in Trenton, NJ,
is examining the initiative’s ability to improve access to prenatal and other health
services, as well as parenting education and childcare.
Amidst challenging economic times, our many employment initiatives are producing important insights about how we can strengthen the nation’s workforce.
In particular, I urge you to examine our emerging research on sectoral employment strategies, which provide unemployed and under-skilled workers with
industry-specific training. As noted, P/PV’s focus on prisoner reentry has deepened in recent years. In 2008, we built upon our national Ready4Work demonstration to test an innovative women’s reentry model, and we expanded assistance to city and state leaders who seek to help formerly incarcerated people
effectively reintegrate into their communities.
Pathbreaking projects like these, and many others, are advanced through the
expertise, entrepreneurial spirit and hard work of P/PV’s talented staff—and
through the commitment of our dedicated funders and partners. We welcome
continued opportunities to work together to improve social programs and
policies that address our nation’s most pressing social issues.
Sincerely,

Geri Summerville
Acting President

Research and Evaluation

R

esearch informs and infuses every aspect of P/PV’s work. From supporting the early
stages of program start-up to testing promising models and helping mature programs
grow, P/PV’s research generates rich evidence that can drive individual program

improvement and provide vital lessons for the field at large.
P/PV’s researchers bring doctoral-level expertise in human development, education, criminology, economics and sociology. We specialize in integrating qualitative and quantitative methods
to illuminate not just whether programs work but also how they work. We then share the findings broadly—to inform philanthropy, to promote effective practices across a variety of program
settings and to advance sound, evidence-based public policy.

2008
In Focus: Higher Ac h i e v e m e n t P ro g r a m
The Challenge
Educational failure is one of the leading factors driving intergenerational cycles of poverty.
Nationally, nearly a third of all young people drop out of school. Research suggests that how
well prepared a middle school student is for the transition to high school has much to do with
whether he or she ultimately graduates. How smoothly students make this transition is strongly
related to the likelihood of finishing high school and the longer-term odds of persevering
through college. For these reasons, many innovative programs are trying to prepare youth for
this critical juncture—the progression from middle school to high school.

Our Venture
Higher Achievement, located in Washington, DC, is an intensive, academically focused program that attempts to ensure young people’s successful transition to high school. By providing
after-school and summer academic instruction for economically disadvantaged fifth- through
eighth-grade students, the program aims to increase students’ chances of being placed into
selective college preparatory high schools, where their continued pathway to college can be well
supported. To test this approach, P/PV and Columbia University were commissioned by Higher
Achievement (with support from The Atlantic Philanthropies and the William T. Grant Foundation)
to collaborate on a rigorous evaluation of the program. Our random assignment study is investigating the potential of the program to improve participants’ academic attitudes, performance
and behavior, and the processes through which these improvements may be achieved. P/PV
researchers are working closely with program staff to provide regular feedback on emergent findings and distill lessons for the field.

Research lies at
the heart of every
P/PV project.

Other Ventures in 2008:

➤➤AfterZones Evaluation
With support from The Wallace Foundation, P/PV is conducting a 40-month evaluation of the
AfterZones initiative in Providence, RI—an innovative citywide approach to providing accessible, high-quality after-school programs
to middle school youth. The evaluation
includes an implementation study docu-

Peer-to-Peer Pressures

menting the structure, operations and
quality of the AfterZones service delivery
model, and a participation and outcomes
study examining the patterns of youth participation and the effects of participation
on youth’s developmental outcomes.

➤➤Children’s Futures Evaluation
Since 2002, P/PV has been conducting
an independent evaluation of Children’s
Futures, a community change initiative in
Trenton, NJ, that focuses on children up

Youth Today, November 1, 2008
Youth Today’s November issue explored findings
from P/PV’s High School Students as Mentors
report and highlighted some of the ways Big
Brothers Big Sisters of America is working to
improve training for high school mentors. The
article quoted P/PV senior policy researcher Carla
Herrera: “There are things you can definitely do to
bump up what these high school volunteers are
capable of… They need something different and
something extra than what you would give adults.”

to three years old—and their families—
with the goal of improving youngsters’ health and well-being and ensuring their readiness for school. In 2008, with support from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, P/PV
released Children’s Futures’ First Five Years, which shares lessons and early outcomes
from the initiative. The second five-year phase of evaluation is under way and focuses on
participant and city-level outcomes.

➤➤Cost Study of High-Quality Out-of-School-Time Programs
With support from The Wallace Foundation, P/PV and The Finance Project conducted a
three-year study examining detailed cost data collected from 111 out-of-school-time programs in six cities. Our findings were used to develop an online cost calculator (available
at www.wallacefoundation.org/cost-of-quality), as well as our report, The Cost of Quality
Out-of-School-Time Programs, which provides cost averages and ranges for many common
types of programs. In 2009, we will release a report examining the investments cities can
make to support local out-of-school-time systems.

➤➤Mentoring At-Risk Youth Evaluation
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation has engaged P/PV to help test the effectiveness of
efforts led by a small group of mentoring agencies in Washington State and Oregon to
serve higher-risk youth. As part of the project, the Gates Foundation is funding Washington
State Mentors to oversee several program enhancements across the agencies, including
more extensive training and support for mentors, to help ensure that youth benefit. P/PV’s
outcomes and random assignment impact studies will assess the extent to which higher-risk
youth benefit from community-based mentoring and the types of program practices that are
linked most closely with youth benefits.

➤➤School-Based Mentoring Evaluation
School-based mentoring has seen remarkable growth in recent years. P/PV has published
several past reports on the school-based mentoring model, including a landmark random
assignment impact study of Big Brothers Big Sisters school-based mentoring—the first
national study of this program model. In 2008, with support from The Atlantic Philanthropies
and in collaboration with Big Brothers Big Sisters of America, we released High School
Students as Mentors: Findings from the Big Brothers Big Sisters School-Based Mentoring
Impact Study, which examines questions about high school students’ potential to yield
impacts for the youth they mentor and outlines several program practices linked to longer,
stronger and more effective high school mentor relationships. P/PV’s two newest reports
on school-based mentoring (High School Students as Mentors and Making a Difference in
Schools) were accessed on P/PV’s website more than 120,000 times last year.

publications

Children’s Futures’ First Five Years: Lessons and Early Outcomes of a Community Change
Initiative by Karen E. Walker
High School Students as Mentors: Findings from the Big Brothers Big Sisters School-Based
Mentoring Impact Study by Carla Herrera, Tina J. Kauh, Siobhan M. Cooney, Jean Baldwin
Grossman and Jennifer McMaken
The Cost of Quality Out-of-School-Time Programs by Jean Baldwin Grossman, Christianne
Lind, Cheryl Hayes, Jennifer McMaken and Andrew Gersick

Creating Economic Opportunity

E

mployment issues have been at the forefront of P/PV’s work since we began operations in 1978. We identify and develop promising new approaches that enhance
employment opportunities for low-income people, and we conduct rigorous evalua-

tions that build practical knowledge of the very best workforce solutions.
Our current work includes projects testing the efficacy of sectoral employment and alternative
staffing models; building the capacity of workforce development leaders; and defining benchmarks of “good performance” for the workforce development field. We are working to answer
questions such as: Which strategies are most effective for helping people get and keep jobs,
increase their earnings and move out of poverty? Which supports will help young adults who
are neither working nor in school to reconnect to the labor market? And how does the field
develop the leadership needed to make programs more effective?

2008
In Focus: Sectoral E m p l o y m e n t
The Challenge
Even before the economic downturn, the employment picture for some Americans was grim.
During the past 30 years, American workers have faced daunting challenges, including declines
in real wages and dwindling upward mobility. Paths to advance within companies have deteriorated, leaving many under-skilled workers stuck in low-wage jobs—and swelling the ranks of
the working poor. As opportunities for less-educated workers to access well-paying jobs grow
scarce, our nation needs new, more effective approaches to workforce development.

Our Venture
P/PV has engaged in a series of projects designed to develop and test the effectiveness of
sectoral employment strategies: Sectoral employment programs work within industry sectors to
develop solutions to businesses’ workforce needs and to improve the employment prospects
of unemployed and under-skilled workers.
P/PV launched the Sectoral Employment Initiative (SEI) in 1998 with support from the Charles
Stewart Mott Foundation. Released in 2008, our final report, Targeting Industries, Training
Workers and Improving Opportunities, provides an overview of the sectoral employment strategy and presents key findings from the initiative, including hourly wage increases, decreases in
poverty and access to higher-quality jobs for participants. Underscoring interest in this promising approach, the report was downloaded from our website nearly 30,000 times in just the

In today’s economy,
there is renewed
interest in strategies
that will help people
build skills for highgrowth industries, get
and keep jobs and
earn a living wage.

first three months following its release. While findings from this study were highly encouraging,
they were not conclusive. With promising results at hand, we continued to deepen our work on
sectoral employment strategies. Recent efforts have included:
• Completing a rigorous random assignment
evaluation of three sectoral programs—
initial findings from this research were

Jobs Going Begging in Some Fields

released in the spring of 2009, with a full
report due out later in the year;
• Evaluating the New York City Sectors

CNN.com, December 3, 2008
In December, CNN.com published an editorial by
Sheila Maguire, P/PV’s vice president for labor mar-

Initiative, a project of the New York City

ket initiatives, in which she reported that even dur-

Workforce Innovation Fund that aims to

ing the economic downtown, certain industries lack

create a new model of workforce devel-

qualified workers; Maguire urged policymakers to

opment, linking service delivery to key eco-

invest in training for low-skilled workers to meet the

nomic and labor market trends;

demand in these industries and help spur economic
growth. The article highlighted findings from P/PV’s

• Partnering with the Aspen Institute to offer
the Sector Skills Academy—a national

Targeting Industries, Training Workers and Improving
Opportunities report.

leadership development program; and
• Collaborating with the Workforce Innovation Fund, the Aspen Institute and the National Fund
for Workforce Solutions to deliver the Sector Strategies Practicum, a yearlong course designed
to foster the development of effective sectoral partnerships in New York City.

Other Ventures in 2008:

➤➤Alternative Staffing
Temporary employment represents an increasing share of the labor market, particularly for
entry-level and low-wage occupations. With support from the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation,
P/PV partnered with the University of Massachusetts Boston’s John W. McCormack Graduate
School of Policy Studies to examine strategies used by alternative staffing organizations, which
couple temporary placements with key supportive services. Released in early 2009, A Foot in
the Door: Using Alternative Staffing Organizations To Open Up Opportunities for Disadvantaged
Workers provides a close examination of four alternative staffing organizations and their efforts
to help low-skill and low-wage job seekers find employment. P/PV also manages and provides
technical assistance to the Gulf Coast Alternative Staffing Project, a multiyear initiative to help
connect displaced, low-skilled Gulf Coast residents to jobs.

➤➤Benchmarking Project
The Benchmarking Project aims to identify meaningful outcome benchmarks for the
workforce development field so that practitioners, funders and policymakers can be better
informed about what constitutes “good” performance when working with diverse populations and service delivery strategies. The project is developing a tool that presently allows
more than 150 participating organizations to compare their job placement and retention

outcomes with those of other organizations serving similar populations. In an effort to
boost performance in the field, the project is also creating a learning community to discern
and build on effective program strategies. The Benchmarking Project is funded by the
Annie E. Casey Foundation, with additional support from local foundations and other
funders in various cities.

➤➤Career Advancement Academies
Career Advancement Academies (CAAs) provide bridges to college and high-wage careers
for disconnected young adults. P/PV is evaluating the efforts of the CAAs in three regions
of California: Central Valley, East Bay and Los Angeles. The evaluation uses qualitative and
quantitative methods to inform decisions about the design and delivery of services. We
are working cooperatively with the Career Ladders Project for the California Community
Colleges, which is providing technical assistance to each regional partnership.

➤➤College and Career Connections Fund
With support from The James Irvine Foundation, P/PV is working closely with communitybased organizations in Riverside and San Bernardino counties in California to help disconnected, low-income youth, ages 16 to 24, reconnect with employment and postsecondary
educational options. P/PV is providing technical assistance to grantees and conducting a
formative evaluation of the project.

➤➤Fathers at Work
Sponsored by the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation, Fathers at Work was a three-year
national initiative designed to help young, noncustodial fathers achieve increased employment and earnings and become more involved in their children’s lives. P/PV assisted
program sites with employment issues and evaluated the demonstration. Recent reports
include Navigating the Child Support System and Going to Work with a Criminal Record. The
initiative’s final research report will be released in 2009.

➤➤Workforce Leaders Academy
Now in its fourth year, the Workforce Leaders Academy is a yearlong peer-learning community engaging executive and senior practitioners in New York City in a combination of
retreats, seminars and action-based projects. The Academy provides opportunities for learning, reflection and exposure to prominent leaders from around the country who are advancing the workforce development field. P/PV was pleased to partner with JobsFirst NYC and
the New York City Workforce Investment Board on the 2008 Academy.

publications

A Foot in the Door: Using Alternative Staffing Organizations to Open Up Opportunities for
Disadvantaged Workers by Shayne Spaulding, Joshua Freely and Sheila Maguire
Going to Work with a Criminal Record: Lessons from the Fathers at Work Initiative by
Dee Wallace and Laura Wyckoff
Targeting Industries, Training Workers and Improving Opportunities: The Final Report from the
Sectoral Employment Initiative by Anne Roder, with Carol Clymer and Laura Wyckoff

Building Youth Assets

F

or many years, P/PV has worked to shape policies and programs that help disadvantaged youth reach their full potential. In seeking to improve the odds for these youth,
we have concentrated many of our resources on mentoring and out-of-school-time

programming—two strategies shown to build on young people’s strengths, deter risky behaviors and improve outcomes in a variety of areas. We recognize that schools can also serve
as important centers for youth and their families to access much-needed supports, including
healthcare, enrichment experiences and public benefits and services.
Engaging leaders in the field to advance pragmatic solutions to the tough challenges facing lowincome youth is central to our work. On October 7, 2008, P/PV’s New Directions in Youth Policy
Forum convened academics, policymakers, practitioners and philanthropists to examine how
lessons from the past 30 years of research on social programs and policies can inform a new era
that better meets the needs of older youth (read more about this event under Communications).

2008
In Focus: Boys and G i r l s C l u b s
The Challenge
Boys & Girls Clubs have been providing much-needed opportunities for children and teens
in low-income communities for more than 100 years. A variety of evaluations have examined
specific Club programming to asses whether it succeeds in achieving targeted outcomes,
including delinquency prevention, academic benefits and career preparation. However, none of
these evaluations have examined the overall impact of Club membership. More than the sum of
its programmatic parts, the Club’s larger context—its success at drawing in youth and helping
them foster positive relationships with staff and peers while encouraging fun and exploration—
may be critical to supporting positive outcomes.

Our Venture
In 2005, P/PV launched a national longitudinal study of Club participants to take a broader
look at “the whole club experience.” Focusing on the transition from middle to high school,
researchers set out to examine how Club participation is related to youth’s positive and
healthy development in the three outcome areas identified by Boys & Girls Clubs of America
as central to its mission: good character and citizenship, academic success and healthy
lifestyles. The study involved 10 Clubs across the country and used multiple data collection
strategies, including:
• Surveys of a low-income, ethnically diverse sample of approximately 320 youth (starting
when they were seventh and eighth graders and following them into the ninth and tenth
grades);
• Club attendance records; and
• In-depth interviews of staff and youth.
P/PV’s 2008 report, More Time for Teens, focused on a topic of continuing interest to program operators and funders: What does it take to involve teens in positive out-of-school-time

We seek out and test programs that build
on young people’s strengths, deter risky
behaviors and provide essential supports
to families—all to help youth reach their
full potential.

activities? The report identifies factors that appear to contribute to three specific aspects of
Club participation—frequency, duration and retention—and distills lessons for programs interested in boosting teen participation. These include establishing relationships when children
are younger (these relationships often endure through the teen years), taking into account the
importance teens place on friendships and
working with teens to establish flexibility in
attendance policies as they enter their high

Lessons from the CORAL Initiative
Attract Attention

school years. Our final report on the evaluation, Making Every Day Count, was released

Lessons

in May 2009.

Foundation’s CORAL initiative attracted significant

stemming

from The

James

Irvine

media attention in late 2007 and early 2008. P/PV’s
Other Ventures in 2008:

➤➤Amachi
Amachi is an innovative model that
provides mentoring to children of incarcerated parents. Faith- and communitybased organizations work collaboratively
with human service providers and public
agencies (particularly justice institutions)

evaluation and technical assistance proved central to
the foundation’s midcourse correction of this largescale initiative. Media coverage of the main findings
and the strategy for program improvement included
an editorial in the Chronicle of Philanthropy, articles
in The New York Times and Youth Today, a feature
in the Harvard Family Research Project’s Research
Update and a Tactical Philanthropy podcast with
James Canales, president and CEO of the foundation.

to identify children of prisoners and match
them with caring adults. Through P/PV’s
training institute, Amachi has spread rapidly; there are now at least 350 Amachi-modeled
programs in more than 100 US cities and all 50 states. To date, these programs have
served more than 100,000 children.

➤➤Elev8
Funded by The Atlantic Philanthropies, the Elev8 initiative provides middle school students
and their families with an array of integrated services, including high-quality out-of-school-time
learning and comprehensive, age-appropriate school-based healthcare. Elev8 also connects
parents with economic resources and engages them in schools and communities. By carefully integrating these supports and opportunities, Elev8 aims to ensure that students are well
prepared for the transition to high school and go on to graduate. Schools, local nonprofits and
community partners are currently working together to build comprehensive Elev8 initiatives in
New Mexico, Chicago, Oakland and Baltimore. P/PV is collecting data and providing technical
assistance for the initiative.

➤➤The CORAL After-School Initiative
Funded by The James Irvine Foundation, Communities Organizing Resources to Advance
Learning (CORAL) was a five-city, $58 million effort to improve educational achievement through
after-school programming in California. P/PV helped participating sites integrate literacy instruction into their after-school enrichment programs, and we evaluated the results. In 2008, we
released a series of five reports, including a step-by-step guide to the program-improvement
strategies that were central to CORAL’s success, an after-school toolkit for program managers, a
policy brief focused on English learners and a final report on P/PV’s outcomes study.

➤➤Older Youth and After-School Participation Study
In partnership with the Harvard Family Research Project and with funding from The
Wallace Foundation, we are conducting program- and city-level research to discover,
encourage and test innovative strategies for recruiting and retaining the hard-to-reach
adolescent population in out-of-school-time programs. The study will highlight effective
citywide strategies for overcoming systemic barriers to participation.

➤➤Youth Education for Tomorrow
In 2000, P/PV established the Youth Education for Tomorrow (YET) initiative, an innovative
after-school and summer literacy program operated by community- and faith-based organizations. Since its launch in Philadelphia, the YET model, which is designed to strengthen
participants’ oral language, writing, reading and comprehension skills, has been piloted in a
number of other cities. In 2008, with support from the Heart of West Michigan United Way,
P/PV launched a three-year initiative to introduce YET into community-based organizations
in Grand Rapids, MI.

publications

Advancing Achievement: Findings from an Independent Evaluation of a Major After-School
Initiative by Amy Arbreton, Jessica Sheldon, Molly Bradshaw and Julie Goldsmith, with
Linda Jucovy and Sarah Pepper
After-School Toolkit: Tips, Techniques and Templates for Improving Program Quality by
Nora Gutierrez, Molly Bradshaw and Kathryn Furano
The Case for School-Based Integration of Services: Changing the Ways Students, Families and
Communities Engage with their Schools by Jean B. Grossman and Zoua M. Vang
Disconnected Young People in New York City: Crisis and Opportunity by Laura Wyckoff,
Siobhan M. Cooney, Danijela Korom Djakovic and Wendy S. McClanahan
Gaining Ground: Supporting English Learners Through After-School Literacy Programming by
Julie Goldsmith, Linda Jucovy and Amy Arbreton
How Community-Based Organizations Can Learn about the Needs and Strengths of
Disconnected Young People: Hudson Guild of New York City’s Youth Survey Effort by
Ben Daniels, Wendy McClanahan and Danijela Korom Djakovic
Paving the Way for Success in High School and Beyond: The Importance of Preparing Middle
School Students for the Transition to Ninth Grade by Jean Baldwin Grossman and Siobhan
M. Cooney
Putting It All Together: Guiding Principles for Quality After-School Programs Serving Preteens
by Rachel A. Metz, Julie Goldsmith and Amy J.A. Arbreton.
Supporting Success: Why and How to Improve Quality in After-School Programs by
Jessica Sheldon and Leigh Hopkins
What Matters, What Works: Advancing Achievement After School (a summary of key findings
from Advancing Achievement)

Reducing Crime and Violence

P/PV

is a leader in designing and testing a variety of approaches aimed at reducing
crime and violence; promoting the successful reentry of formerly incarcerated

adults; and helping high-risk youth avoid deeper involvement with the criminal justice system.
Through this work, we are generating important lessons about what is needed to successfully
engage adults and juveniles in job training, education and other supports that help them build
productive lives. Our experience suggests that for such efforts to be effective, strong partnerships must be forged among diverse sectors, including community- and faith-based organizations; federal, state and city agencies; foundations; businesses; and educational institutions. In
February 2008, P/PV convened the Mayors Summit on Reentry and Employment, which brought
together more than 150 mayors and other policymakers, as well as academics, foundation staff
and practitioners, to share effective strategies for connecting formerly incarcerated individuals
to the labor market. Our partners included the United States Conference of Mayors, New York
University’s Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service and The City of New York (this
event is described in more detail under Communications).

2008
In Focus: City and S t a t e R e e n t r y
The Challenge
Incarceration rates in the US have skyrocketed over the past 30 years. According to the Pew
Center on the States, an estimated one out of every 100 adults is in prison or jail. People
returning from incarceration are concentrated in some of the nation’s poorest neighborhoods,
where there are few supports and services to help them reintegrate effectively, and where
their presence may threaten to disrupt already fragile households and social structures.
Statistics show that almost three in five returning inmates will be charged with new crimes
within three years of their release from prison, and two in five will be reincarcerated. The
result is a costly revolving door of crime and recidivism that takes a devastating toll on communities. American taxpayers spend more than $60 billion a year on corrections—a cost that
is heightened by limited coordination across systems, a lack of uniform measures to gauge
performance and promote accountability, and insufficient resources to test and implement
strategies to reduce recidivism.

Our Venture
In 2003, with support from the Ford Foundation, the Annie E. Casey Foundation and the US
Departments of Labor and Justice, P/PV created Ready4Work, a 17-site prisoner reentry initiative designed to test the capacity of local community- and faith-based organizations to support the successful reentry of ex-prisoners (both adults and juveniles) into their communities.
Services provided to nearly 5,000 Ready4Work participants included case management, job
training and placement, mentoring and education. Outcomes from the initiative were impressive, including recidivism rates well below national averages. While most Ready4Work programs are still operating, the formal demonstration concluded in late 2006. P/PV has continued
to generate research on the initiative: Our latest report, on Ready4Work’s unique mentoring
component, was released in early 2009.

Preventing crime and reducing
recidivism requires the active
involvement of many stakeholders
working collaboratively to design
better systems and create new
opportunities for residents of
high-crime neighborhoods.

Building on lessons from Ready4Work, P/PV is now collaborating with several cities and states
to develop and test innovative new approaches to prison and jail reentry. City and state governments are hit hard by the costs of crime and recidivism, creating urgent incentives to adopt more
effective reentry strategies. P/PV is providing technical assistance to several city governments,
task forces, private foundations and selected
state organizations engaged in this work,
including partners in Newark and Baltimore.

How Much Progress Can We Make with

With the support of the Annie E. Casey

Our Mothers in Prison?

Foundation, we are developing manuals for

The Huffington Post, February 20, 2008

reentry practitioners and policymakers that
focus on employment services and mentoring—or “life coaching”—for former prisoners.

In an editorial for The Huffington Post, P/PV’s vice
president for youth connections and reentry, Renata
Cobbs Fletcher, urged policymakers to take immediate steps not only to curb women’s rising incar-

Other Ventures in 2008:

ceration rates but also to make sure that once they
are released, women have the resources they need

➤➤America Works Impact Study

so they do not end up back in prison. She outlined

America Works is a private company

the unique challenges faced by formerly incarcer-

that specializes in providing employment

ated women and identified promising program

services to traditionally hard-to-employ

strategies that local and national reentry legislation

populations such as formerly incarcerated

should incorporate.

individuals and public assistance recipients. In partnership with the Manhattan
Institute, and with funding from the Smith Richardson Foundation, P/PV is conducting a
random assignment study that aims to determine whether formerly incarcerated individuals
who receive job training, placement and retention services through America Works exhibit
better outcomes than those who receive only America Works job training.

➤➤Women’s Reentry Initiative
With support from the Ford Foundation, P/PV designed the Women’s Reentry Initiative to
begin to address rising rates of female incarceration and test a comprehensive approach to
supporting women’s reintegration into their families and communities. Piloted in Boise, ID, the
program included individually tailored prerelease support; risk-needs assessment; intensive
case management and referral services; employment training, job placement and follow-up
support; mentoring/life coach support; intensive HIV/AIDS education; and a focus on issues
related to family reunification. Each program component was organized around the theme of
empowerment, which may be critical for women with histories of abuse, victimization, low selfesteem and poor decision-making.

➤➤The Youth Violence Reduction Partnership
The Youth Violence Reduction Partnership (YVRP) is a collaborative effort involving law
enforcement, city agencies and nonprofits working together to reduce youth homicide and
other violent crime in Philadelphia’s most dangerous neighborhoods. P/PV has undertaken
several studies of the YVRP model: an implementation study, a study of street workers and
a formal impact study with a comparison group composed of similar youth from high-risk
Philadelphia police districts that are not currently implementing YVRP. In 2008, P/PV released
Reaching Through the Cracks, which draws on lessons learned from YVRP’s seven years
of operation in Philadelphia to describe how other cities and jurisdictions can plan similar
violence reduction initiatives. The William Penn Foundation and The Achelis and Bodman
Foundations provided crucial support for the project. Findings from the impact study will be
released in 2009.

publications

From Options to Action: A Roadmap for City Leaders to Connect Formerly Incarcerated
Individuals to Work by Laura E. Johnson and Renata Cobbs Fletcher, with Chelsea Farley
Mentoring Formerly Incarcerated Adults: Insights from the Ready4Work Reentry Initiative
by Shawn Bauldry, Danijela Korom Djakovic, Wendy S. McClanahan, Jennifer McMaken
and Laurie Kotloff
Reaching Through the Cracks: A Guide to Implementing the Youth Violence Reduction
Partnership by Linda Jucovy and Wendy S. McClanahan

Replicating What Works

P/PV

helps replicate proven social programs that make a real and lasting difference in people’s lives. Historically there has been little guidance available to

programs, funders and policymakers about the mechanics of successful replication. P/PV has
developed a strong body of knowledge about reproducing proven models. Our efforts focus on:
• Defining a program’s essential elements. By looking closely at a program’s framework and
operations, we identify key components that will be necessary to include when replicating
the program in new sites.
• Planning for growth. Once it is clear that a program is ready, P/PV develops a plan for
growth that includes criteria for selecting new sites, staffing requirements and performance
measures. We then develop a concrete, user-friendly manual and training curriculum to
guide the implementation process in new communities.
• Managing national replications. We help programs create the internal structures, processes
and funding streams needed to ensure effective large-scale replications.

2008
In Focus: Nurse-Fam i l y P a r t n e r s h i p
The Challenge
Low-income women and their children are at risk for a host of poor outcomes. Unfortunately,
interventions that produce substantial, long-lasting improvements in the health and well-being
of low-income families are few and far between.

Our Venture
Nurse-Family Partnership is an evidence-based, nurse home-visiting program that improves
the health and self-sufficiency of low-income, first-time parents and their children. Randomized
controlled trials of Nurse-Family Partnership conducted across the nation in the 1970s, ’80s
and ’90s found a consistent pattern of positive program effects, including improved prenatal
health, fewer childhood injuries, increased maternal employment and increased school readiness, among others.
P/PV has collaborated with Nurse-Family Partnership for more than a decade, helping to replicate this well-tested program in new areas. Today, Nurse-Family Partnership serves approximately 16,000 families per day in 28 states across the nation.

Replication
is not simply
about replicating
programs, it’s
about reproducing
good results.

In 2008, P/PV focused on developing and managing Nurse-Family Partnership sites in the
Northeast. Highlights include:
• Continued expansion of Nurse-Family Partnership into every borough of New York City,
where the program aims to serve 60 percent of all first-time mothers.
• Expansion of Nurse-Family Partnership

Nurse-Family Partnership Identified as

in several other locations, including 10

One of Two Social Programs

counties in New Jersey (with funding from

Backed by Top-Tier Evidence

the State of New Jersey’s Department of

The Coalition for Evidence-Based Policy,

Children and Families); northern New York

December 3, 2008

State’s Rochester and Syracuse communities; and Garrett County, Maryland.

The Coalition for Evidence-Based Policy launched
an initiative to identify and validate social programs

• Emerging efforts to develop new

that meet a “top-tier evidence of effectiveness—i.e.,

sites in Rhode Island, Delaware and

that have been shown, in well-designed randomized

Washington, DC.

controlled trials, to produce sizable, sustained effects
on important outcomes.” Congress has expressed

• Support for Nurse-Family Partnership

interest in the initiative’s findings and has asked

from President Barack Obama and inclu-

the Government Accountability Office to monitor and

sion in the President’s 2010 budget. The

assess the process. Nurse-Family Partnership was

budget calls for the Department of Health

found to be one of two interventions for children age

and Human Services to begin a major

0-6 that met the “top-tier” standard.

effort to ramp up effective nurse homevisitation services.
We also continue to manage Nurse-Family Partnership in Pennsylvania, where 40 of
67 counties are already being served and where we are working to bring Nurse-Family
Partnership to the state’s remaining counties; our report on the statewide replication of
Nurse-Family Partnership will be published in 2009.

Other Ventures in 2008:

➤➤Experience Corps Expansion Study
Going to scale often entails replicating a program in new locations, but it can also involve
efforts to expand a program’s reach in existing locations, enabling it to have a greater effect
on communities already being served. This was the case with Experience Corps, a Civic
Ventures program that enlists older adults as volunteers to help strengthen literacy and
other skills of elementary school students in low-income neighborhoods. Beginning in 2001,
with support from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and The Atlantic Philanthropies,

Experience Corps embarked on a four-year initiative to expand in five cities. P/PV examined
the five sites’ efforts to increase the size of their volunteer pool and expand to additional
schools, manage their larger and more complex programs, and raise sufficient funds to meet
annual goals and sustain growth.
P/PV’s Growing Bigger Better: Lessons from Experience Corps’ Expansion in Five Cities
report considers how the sites’ initial readiness to expand, the organizational resources they
possessed and the receptivity of the external environment (i.e., the local school districts)
shaped the sites’ progress. The report reflects on whether and how the local sites, and the
program as a whole, benefited from the expansion effort, drawing out lessons that are relevant to other programs considering expansion.

publication

Growing Bigger Better: Lessons from Experience Corps’ Expansion in Five Cities by Lauren J.
Kotloff, with Linda Jucovy

Communications

E

ach year, P/PV’s many initiatives generate impressive amounts of data, with important
implications for policy and practice. We devote considerable time and attention to
communicating the lessons of our work to those best positioned to gain from them—

and best able to make a difference as a result of our findings.

2008
In Focus:
Celebrating 30 Ye a r s o f I n n o v a t i o n , R e s e a rc h a n d A c t i o n
P/PV’s 30th anniversary provided an opportunity to reflect on the organization’s rich history
and examine how the lessons of our past stand to inform better social programs and policies. Anniversary activities included an awards luncheon honoring P/PV’s longtime leaders,
advisers and board members, and a staff gathering during which P/PV’s founding president,
Graham Finney, offered insight about the organization’s earliest years in Philadelphia. In
concert with these gatherings, a commemorative video was developed to capture P/PV’s
history and highlight some of our major contributions; clips from the short documentary can
be viewed at www.ppv.org.

Other Ventures in 2008:

➤➤Launching a New Website
P/PV redesigned our website in 2008 to better convey the breadth and depth of our work.
The new site features enhanced search capabilities, easier access to P/PV publications,
photo galleries and video, as well as resource centers designed for four key audiences:
• Practitioners: Reports, toolkits, curricula, workshops and conferences designed to
strengthen the work of service-delivery organizations.
• Policymakers: Policy briefs, research and convenings that inform decisions at city, state
and federal levels.
• Funders: User-friendly reports that examine the outcomes of philanthropically funded
initiatives and make clear recommendations about future investments.
• The Media: Resources to help members of the media examine critical social issues and
shed light on effective programs and policies.

➤➤Convening Thought Leaders and Decision-Makers
P/PV’s staff have presented findings and recommendations at a broad range of local, regional
and national conferences. In 2008, P/PV also hosted two influential national convenings:
• The Mayors Summit on Reentry and Employment
On February 28, 2008, P/PV, The United States Conference of Mayors, New York
University’s Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service and The City of
New York organized a groundbreaking national summit designed to promote effective strategies for connecting formerly incarcerated individuals to the labor market.

Amassing clear evidence
about what works and
effectively communicating it
to practitioners, funders and
policymakers is central to
P/PV’s mission.

The Mayors Summit on Reentry and Employment brought together more than 150
mayors, other city and state policymakers, academics, foundation staff and practitioners, to share promising solutions for helping ex-prisoners effectively reintegrate
into their communities. New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg and Dr. Jeremy Travis,
president of John Jay College of
Criminal Justice, were among the
speakers; the cities of Baltimore,
Chicago, Boston and New York
made presentations about their
approaches to reentry. As a followup to the event, P/PV produced
the report From Options to Action:
A Roadmap for City Leaders to
Connect Formerly Incarcerated
Individuals to Work.
• The New Directions in Youth
Policy Forum

Working Poor and Young Hit Hard in Downturn
The New York Times, November 9, 2008
Sharing the stories of several low-income working
and unemployed youth in the Philadelphia area, this
New York Times article took a close look at individuals and families who had been deeply affected by
the economic downturn. P/PV President Fred Davie
was quoted, recommending that the “new administration... think several levels down the ladder so the
government invests not only in the top but also in
infrastructure jobs and training to help low-income
people get some of those jobs.”

On October 7, 2008, P/PV convened
a panel of academics, policymakers,
practitioners and philanthropists to examine how lessons from the past 30 years of
research on social programs and policies can inform a new era that better meets
the needs of older youth, especially in low-income communities. Held at the Ford
Foundation in New York, the gathering attracted 200 participants and an additional 500-plus, who joined online for the event’s live webcast. Featured speakers
included renowned labor economist Dr. Andrew Sum and moderator Brent Staples
of The New York Times.

➤➤Making our Findings Accessible
In 2008, P/PV released more than 20 new publications, including research and field reports,
policy briefs, implementation guides and curricula. These resources were disseminated online
and in print, with targeted distribution strategies to reach key audiences for each report.

➤➤Engaging the Media
The year saw widespread coverage of P/PV’s work in media outlets throughout the US,
including the Baltimore Sun, the Chicago Tribune, The Chronicle of Philanthropy, The New
York Times, Time magazine, the Philadelphia Daily News, the Star-Ledger, Youth Today,
The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Times, National Public Radio and many others.
P/PV has also increased its online presence, with prominent pieces on AlterNet.org,
CNN.com and The Huffington Post.

among the top concerns of national leaders and the public. And well they should:
School dropout rates, levels of unemployment and inadequate wages, skyrocketing

incarceration rates and yawning gaps between the rich and poor demand our attention. There
is a growing consensus that we must invest in the skills and talents of all Americans, including those facing the highest barriers to opportunity, if we hope to revitalize our economy and
thrive as a society.
For more than 30 years, P/PV has concentrated on finding solutions to persistent social
problems that particularly burden poor communities, including crime, unemployment, faltering
schools and a shortage of positive opportunities for young people. Current economic challenges reinforce what experience has taught us about these problems: that they are deeply
intertwined. Their solutions likewise overlap and are apt to work best when they build on, link
to and inform one another. This is true not only at the front lines of service delivery but also in
research and analysis, policy and program development, management and evaluation.
This insight has been central to P/PV’s approach in recent years, and it will be increasingly
important in the decade ahead as we work to strengthen the connections among our fields
of expertise. As we develop and test a range of program strategies, from employment and
prisoner reentry to youth development and community health, our overarching goal will be to
ensure that we take lessons, insights, evidence and incremental progress from each field and
weave them together to promote a stronger national approach to social policy—all premised on
one core question: What works?
Finding coherent, scientifically grounded and practical solutions to major social challenges, and
communicating them in ways that resonate with practitioners, funders, policymakers and the
public, is our mission.
P/PV extends our sincere thanks to the many partners who have made our work possible, and
we look forward to ongoing collaboration as we continue to identify and promote the social
programs and policies that will best serve those in need. During the past 30 years, we have
made important progress, but much is yet to be accomplished. Together, we can transform the
lives of the nation’s most vulnerable individuals, enriching community life and strengthening our
nation for years to come.

Looking Ahead

T

he struggles of disadvantaged families and communities have begun to reemerge

Finances

O

ur work is made possible by support from a variety of philanthropic, corporate,
public and individual funders. At the end of fiscal year 2008, P/PV had accumulated
net assets in excess of $19 million—$9.8 million in cash and investments and $10.9

million in contracts and grants. Our major funders for 2008 are listed in Table 1. Our statements
of financial position appear in Table 2.

Table 1: Major Funders, 2008
Altman Foundation
Arcus Foundation
Big Brothers Big Sisters of
America
Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation
Boys & Girls Clubs of America
Building Educated Leaders for
Life (BELL)

Heart of West Michigan
United Way
Higher Achievement Program
H.F. Lenfest
ICF International, Inc.
JobsFirst NYC
Lucile Packard Foundation for
Children’s Health

The California Endowment
The Clark Foundation
The David and Lucile Packard
Foundation
The Edna McConnell Clark
Foundation
The Harry and Jeanette
Weinberg Foundation, Inc.
The James Irvine Foundation

Bush Clinton Katrina Fund

Manhattan Institute for Policy
Research, Inc.

CarSense, Inc.

MDRC

The Parker Foundation

Charles Stewart Mott
Foundation

National Fund for Workforce
Solutions

The Philadelphia Foundation

City of Newark, New Jersey

National Mentoring Partnership

City of Philadelphia,
Department of Human Services

New York City Workforce
Innovation Fund

Tiger Foundation

Civic Ventures

Nurse-Family Partnership

United States Department of
Labor

Claneil Foundation, Inc.

Open Society Institute—
Baltimore

United Way of New York City

College Summit

The New York Community Trust

The Pinkerton Foundation
The Wallace Foundation

United Way Silicon Valley

Comcast Foundation

Public Health Management
Corporation

Corporation for National and
Community Service

Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation

Episcopal Diocese of Louisiana

The Achelis and Bodman
Foundations

William Penn Foundation

The After-School Corporation

Working Group of the Maryland
Public Safety Compact

Ford Foundation
Goodwill Industries
International, Inc.
Harvard University

The Annie E. Casey Foundation
The Atlantic Philanthropies

Vaughn Next Century Learning
Center
Wachovia

Youth Advocate Programs, Inc.

Table 2: Statements of Financial Position
September 30,

September 30,

2008

2007

ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents
Investments
Investment income receivables
Contract and grant receivables
Other receivables
Prepaid expenses and other assets
Furniture and equipment, net
Total assets

$ 2,334,806
7,519,982
140
10,936,896
7,831
148,970
285,412

$

875,493
11,695,571
17,972
15,103,386
8,338
78,256
363,719

$ 21,234,037

$ 28,142,735

$

$

L iabilities and N et A ssets

Accounts payable
Accrued salaries
Other accrued expenses
Due to site grantees
Total liabilities
Net assets:
Unrestricted
Temporarily restricted
Permanently restricted
Total net assets
Total liabilities and net assets

443,992
140,839
862,961
362,313

493,115
96,334
1,214,780
569,315

1,810,105

2,373,544

1,996,064
12,734,500
4,693,368

2,063,095
17,796,095
5,910,001

19,423,932

25,769,191

$ 21,234,037

$ 28,142,735

Board of Directors
Matthew T. McGuire, Chair
Vice President
Ariel Capital Management, Inc.
Yvonne Chan
Principal
Vaughn Learning Center
The Honorable Renée Cardwell
Hughes
Judge, Court of Common Pleas
The First Judicial District,
Philadelphia, PA
Christine L. James-Brown
President and CEO
Child Welfare League of
America
Robert J. LaLonde
Professor
The University of Chicago
John A. Mayer, Jr.
Retired, Chief Financial Officer
J. P. Morgan & Co.
Anne Hodges Morgan
Consultant to Foundations
Siobhan Nicolau
President
Hispanic Policy Development
Project
Marion Pines
Senior Fellow
Institute for Policy Studies
Johns Hopkins University
Clayton S. Rose
Senior Lecturer
Harvard Business School
Cay Stratton
Special Adviser
UK Commission for
Employment and Skills
Sudhir Venkatesh
Associate Professor
Columbia University
William Julius Wilson
Lewis P. and Linda L. Geyser
University Professor
Harvard University

Research Advisory
Committee
Jacquelynne S. Eccles, Chair
University of Michigan
Robert Granger
William T. Grant Foundation
Robinson Hollister
Swarthmore College
Reed Larson
University of Illinois
Jean E. Rhodes
University of Massachusetts,
Boston
Thomas Weisner
UCLA

Institutional Review
Board

Program Replication

California Office

Jennifer Collins Stavrakos,
Director for Replication and
Expansion

Pamela Calloway, Vice President
for Program Development and
Director of California Office

Margo Campbell
Public/Private Ventures

Tara Dechert, Senior Program
Officer, Nurse-Family
Partnership

Amy Arbreton, Senior Research
Fellow

Anne Ciemnecki
Mathematica Policy Research

Lisa Gale, Director, Nurse-Family
Partnership

Theresa Glennon
Temple University School
of Law

Joan Loch, Deputy Director,
Clinical Training, Nurse-Family
Partnership

Joanna Gould Stuart
City University of New York

Patricia Ma, Project Director,
Elev8

Manuel Gutiérrez, Vice Chair
Metis Associates

Melissia McKittrick, Department
Manager

Lynne Taylor
University of Pennsylvania

Renée Nogales, Senior Program
Officer, Nurse-Family
Partnership

David Bernhardt, Chair
Albert Einstein Medical Center
(retired)

Barbara Toews
Inside-Out Prison Exchange
Program (consultant)

P/PV Staff
Executive Office

Heather Mangrum,
Communications Director,
Elev8

Nilda Soto, Program Officer, YET

Carol Clymer, Director of Labor
Market Initiatives

Jeffrey Butts, Executive Vice
President for Research

Keri Faulhaber, Operations
Manager

Wendy McClanahan, Vice
President for Research

Joshua Freely, Senior Research
Associate and Director of
Labor Market Research

Danijela Korom-Djakovic, Senior
Research Associate
Lauren Kotloff, Deputy Director
of Research
Jennifer McMaken, Assistant
Research Associate
Meridith Polin, Senior Program
Officer for Data Collection
Sarabeth Shreffler, Program
Officer, Data Collection &
Analysis
Alissa Weiss, Research Assistant
Donald Williams, Administrative
Assistant

Molly Brown, Communications
Assistant

Holland Ruttagah, Project
Assistant, Elev8

Research

Carol Kersbergen, Project Data
Specialist, MIS

Chelsea Farley, Vice President for
Communications

Laura Johnson, Senior
Communications Associate

Sheila Maguire, Vice President
for Labor Market Initiatives and
Director of New York Office

Tina Kauh, Senior Research
Associate/Director of MIS

Communications

Bill Richards, Director of
Education Initiatives, YET

Labor Market Initiatives

Carla Herrera, Senior Policy
Researcher

Nora Gutierrez, Senior Program
Officer

Jennifer Doeren, Senior Program
Officer for Policy, Elev8

Christine Kemler, Executive
Assistant & Secretary to the
Board

Margo Campbell, Research
Associate

Julie Goldsmith, Senior Policy
Researcher

Dominador Reyes, Administrative
Assistant, YET

Geri Summerville, Acting
President

Jean Grossman, Senior Research
Fellow

Molly Bradshaw, Research
Associate

Becca Raley, Director of
Institutional Advancement

Finance and
Administration
Jack E. Burns, Senior Vice
President for Finance and
Administration
Paul Calloway, Staff Accountant
Gary Fagan, Receptionist/Office
Assistant
Calvin Hall, Controller

Marty Miles, Senior Program
Director

Deitra Henderson, Payroll and
Benefits Administrator

Deena Schwartz, Project
Assistant

Troy Herion, Administrative
Assistant

Shayne Spaulding, Senior
Program Director

Karen Luna, Senior Accountant

Stacy Woodruff-Bolte, Assistant
Research Associate

Youth Connections and
Reentry
Renata Cobbs-Fletcher,
Vice President for Youth
Connections and Reentry
Marsha Budd, Administrative
Manager
Angelique Jessup, Program
Officer
Lorelei Walters, Program Officer

Amachi
W. Wilson Goode, Sr., Senior
Advisor
Shirley Hamilton, Administrative
Assistant
Muna Walker, Senior Program
Officer

Chrissy Nigro, Director of Grants
Management
Hanne Radick, Grants Analyst
Eileen Rupp, Human Resources
Manager

